SERVO-DRIVE for AVENTOS
Opens, closes, automatically

So fascinating
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New effortless
opening and closing
for lift systems
Lift systems open with just a light touch - and then close
again with the press of a button. The new electrical
motion support system, SERVO-DRIVE for AVENTOS,
can be used with or without handles.
Discover for yourself how easy the opening and
closing of lift systems can be, along with the function
and design opportunities available to you with
SERVO-DRIVE for AVENTOS.
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It’s so easy...
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So easy

effortless opening...
A light touch on the front using your hand or elbow is all that’s required
to open lift systems with SERVO-DRIVE for AVENTOS.
Even large and heavy fronts open effortlessly with gravity-defying ease.
For the kitchen user, this means easy access to the cabinet interior.
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...and closing
Comfortable and easy closing is provided by the easy to reach switch on
the cabinet side.
This enables lift systems to close easily and ergonomically. The proven
BLUMOTION function also ensures silent and effortless closing.
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So user-friendly

The complete focus
		 is on the kitchen user

Completely safe even when closing
Even when the switch has just been pressed for closing – the closing procedure is halted immediately if
the kitchen user again reaches into the cabinet and/or an object is placed between the cabinet and the
front.
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Completely under control
Even though lift systems open and close automatically: the kitchen user can interrupt the motion at any
time. In addition, lift systems with SERVO-DRIVE for AVENTOS can also be easily opened and closed
manually at any time, e.g. when there is a power failure. Once the power has been restored, SERVODRIVE for AVENTOS is again functional - no resetting is required.

Completely synchronised

No danger of collision

Up to three drive units can be set for synchronised
motion. Synchronisation is ideal for several
cabinets that share one wide frontal.

For corner solutions, it is especially important
that lift system fronts do not open simultaneously.
Thanks to the “collision avoidance” function, you
can set drive units so that only one front opens at
a time.
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So many opportunities

SERVO-DRIVE for AVENTOS -

one system for all lift variants

SERVO-DRIVE for AVENTOS can be used with three Blum lift-system types: the high fold (HF),
high swing (HS), and high lift (HL) systems for ease-of-use for every lift system.

AVENTOS HF for high fold lift systems

AVENTOS HS for high swing lift systems

»» The space requirement above the cabinet is
minimised thanks to the two-part front.
»» AVENTOS HF can also be used with fronts of
different heights.

»» AVENTOS HS is ideal for large-area, single fronts.
»» The space requirement above the cabinet is
minimised due to the swivel motion.
»» This system allows use of cornice or Crown
moulding if desired.
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Comfortable access

Good accessibility

Because lift systems open upwards, this
provides totally unhindered access to the
cabinet interior.

Pressing the easily accessible switch on the cabinet
side is all that’s required to close the lift system.

Many design options
Handle-less furniture, extra-wide fronts, fronts
constructed from heavy materials: SERVO-DRIVE
for AVENTOS opens up many design opportunities
for lift systems because opening and closing is
always simple and effortless.

Exhaustive testing
SERVO-DRIVE for AVENTOS underwent exhaustive
testing in the Blum test lab: opening and closing
80,000 times. When you combine SERVO-DRIVE
with AVENTOS lift systems, you will benefit from a
five-year warranty for all electrical components.

AVENTOS HL for high lift systems
»» AVENTOS HL lift systems are ideal for mid
height units, or tall units with further fronts above.
»» AVENTOS HL is well-suited for small-area,
single fronts.
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So practical

Complete SERVO-DRIVE
kitchens - one system

for the entire kitchen
With SERVO-DRIVE, you will experience trouble
free opening throughout the entire kitchen. Whether
it’s the base or wall cabinet – a single system
automatically opens pull-outs & lift systems with the
slightest touch. Kitchen users will never again want to
do without this level of comfort.
With complete SERVO-DRIVE cabinetry, the individual
cabling components for the base and wall cabinets
are the same. One transformer is all that’s required to
power the entire kitchen.
SERVO-DRIVE can be deactivated easily – preferably
via a switched outlet. This would be practical when
cleaning fronts, for example.
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Call your nearest branch on:
Ph: 1300 55 19 19
Fax: 1300 739 656
Australian Capital Territory
Canberra
New South Wales
Sydney
Coffs Harbour
Newcastle

Queensland
Brisbane
Bundaberg
Cairns
Gold Coast
Mackay
Northgate
Rockhampton
Sunshine Coast
Toowoomba
Townsville

South Australia
Lonsdale
Woodville

Western Australia
Malaga
Bunbury

Victoria
Bayswater
Thomastown
Dandenong
Wodonga
Bendigo
Geelong

Tasmania
Launceston
Hobart
Northern Territory
Darwin

www.lincolngroup.com.au
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